Mandate, Functions and Contact Info

**Mandate**
The University shall provide advance instruction in the arts, agriculture and natural sciences as well as in the technological and professional fields. This mandate is in accordance to Presidential Decree Nos. 1434 and 1437, issued on June 10, 1978 by the then President Ferdinand Marcos, establishing Isabela State University.

**Vision**
ISU’s Strategic Development Plan of 2007-2011 defines its vision as follows:

The Isabela State University, a globally recognized institution of higher learning for people empowerment and sustainable development embodying excellence, effectiveness, accountability and integrity.

As embodied in the newly approved University Strategic Plan 2007-2011 (BOR Res. 44, s 2007), the University shall exert all its efforts to endeavor in programs that will empower its clients that are undertaken in a sustainable manner. These programs are attuned to global needs embodying the values of excellence, effectiveness, accountability and integrity.

Such vision guided the earlier programs and actions of the University being a major state educational institution in Cagayan Valley to respond to the development challenges confronting the region, and sustain its active role in socio-economic development in order to uplift the quality of life of the people in the province of Isabela and the Cagayan Valley as well.

**Mission**
The Isabela State University is committed to train and develop students to become professionally competent graduates who are equipped with sound moral principles; and to serve the community through research, extension and resource generation by way of inspired leadership and responsive manpower.

**Core Values**
- **Excellence.** ISU commits itself to dispensing its functions with productivity and exemplifying its values with distinction and brilliance. Every work manifests a distinct quality and every individual persistently strives to meritoriously improve his/her performance and value system every single time.
- **Effectiveness.** ISU desires a far-reaching and long-lasting useful impact on every individual, every institution and on various other entities both in the local and international scenes that can be translated into a holistic growth of people, of the country and of the world.
- **Accountability.** ISU commits to being answerable to everyone, to every appropriate authority and to the laws of the land and of God in everything that it does. It submits itself to the highest principles of responsibility, responsiveness and moral uprightness.
- **Integrity.** ISU adheres to high moral soundness internally and externally. It dispenses and upholds honesty in thoughts, in words and in deeds and conducts transactions with transparency and accountability. It submits itself to the highest level of professional standard and individual and corporate wholeness. The Lord God is its icon of integrity.
List of Officials and Contact info

Dr. Aleth M. Mamauag  
University President  
09159232951  
president_isu@yahoo.com

Dr. Rufino Calpatura  
Vice President for Administration & Finance  
09193192580

Dr. William C. Medrano  
Vice President for RDET  
09279186086  
wcmdrano_ph@yahoo.com

Dr. Edmundo C. Gumpal  
Vice President for Academic Related Affairs  
9198278619  
cegumpal@yahoo.com

Dr. Ambrose Hans G. Aggabao  
University Director, Planning & MIS  
9282084838  
ambhansga@yahoo.com

Dr. Nilo E. Padilla  
University Director, Resource Generation & External Linkages  
9175216578

Dr. Edita F. Ausa  
University Director, Quality Assurance  
9195153509  
editausa@yahoo.com

Mrs. Gilda G. Niala  
University Director, Finance Services  
9217105659  
gildaniak@gmail.com

Mr. Joseph L. Asuncion  
University Director, Internal Audit Systems  
9156103831

Mr. Vicente B. Mamauag  
University Director, Administrative Services

Mrs. Jay P. Chy  
University Chief Officer  
9185963908  
jays82761@yahoo.com

Dr. Cesar B. Vallejo  
Univ. Director, Gen. Services & Infrastructure  
9174269695  
juilus13@yahoo.com.ph

Dr. Danny Sayo  
University Director, Business Enterprise  
danie1961sayo@yahoo.com

Dr. Emilia A. Martines  
University Director for Instruction  
9499304356  
neh_aquarius_mart@yahoo.com.ph

Dr. Ambrocia A. Gaffud  
University Director, Admission & Registration  
9267092588